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Ultrathin Cu2O as an efficient inorganic hole transporting material 

for perovskite solar cells  
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We demonstrate that ultrathin P-type Cu2O thin films fabricated by a facile thermal oxidation method can serve as a 

promising hole-transporting material in perovskite solar cells. Following a two-step method, inorganic-organic hybrid 

perovskite solar cells were fabricated and a power conversion efficiency of 11.0% was achieved. We find that the thickness 

and properties of Cu2O layers must be precisely tuned in order to achieve the optimal solar cell performance. The good 

performance of such perovskite solar cells can be attributed to the unique properties of ultrathin Cu2O, including high hole 

mobility, good energy level alignment with CH3NH3PbI3, and longer lifetime of photo-excited carriers. Combining merits of 

low cost, facile synthesis, and high device performance, ultrathin Cu2O films fabricated via thermal oxidation hold promise 

for facilitating the developments of industrial-scale perovskite solar cells. 

Introduction,  

The tremendous demands of clean, renewable and 

environment-friendly energy have stimulated the rapid 

developments of photovoltaic technologies, and particularly 

lead halide based perovskite solar cells attracted lots of recent 

interest.
1,2

 Thanks to the compelling merits of perovskites such 

as low-cost processing, strong solar absorption, and long 

carrier diffusion lengths, power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 

perovskite solar cells has increased by several folds in a few 

years to about 20%.
3-10

 In both planar and meso-porous 

structured perovskite solar cells, charge transporting materials 

play critical roles in the extraction and collection of photo-

excited carriers. TiO2 is routinely used as the electron 

transporting material (ETM) because of its suitable energy 

level for electron injection, high electron mobility, good 

stability and environmental friendliness.
11-13

 It is more 

challenging to select appropriate hole transporting materials 

(HTMs) which are needed for effectively extracting holes from 

the perovskite layer while preventing electrons from 

recombination.
14-22

  

Up to date, reported efficient HTMs include both organic 

and inorganic semiconductors.
14-23

 Organic HTMs, such as 

2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-meth-oxyphenylamine)-9,9’-

spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD), poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene): polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), 

poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) and poly-triarylamine (PTAA), 

suffer from high cost and low stability. Inorganic HTMs, 

particularly transition-metal oxides (such as WO3, MoO3, and 

V2O5), have merits such as low cost, chemical and thermal 

stability, as well as high work function.
23

 However, to date the 

progress on developing inorganic HTMs for perovskite solar 

cells has been limited.
17,18,24

 One main reason is that the 

thickness of transition-metal-oxide HTMs must be controlled 

within a few nanometers in order to avoid high series 

resistance,
23

 but such ultrathin layers cannot provide complete 

coverage on perovskite layers with rough surfaces.
24-26

 To 

solve this problem, a feasible strategy is to use the reversed 

solar cell structure, i.e., metal oxide HTMs are deposited on 

ITO substrate first, and then followed by the spin coating of 

the perovskite layers.
27-30

 However, the limited choices of 

inorganic HTMs reported so far (Table S1) circumvents the 

developments of perovskite solar cells with structural 

variability and processing optimization. More environmentally 

friendly and efficient inorganic metal oxide semiconductors 

are in urgent needs for serving as HTMs in perovskite solar 

cells. 

Cu2O is a typical p-type semiconductor, which has been 

studied for decades due to its unique physical properties and 

applications in areas ranging from photoelectrochemistry
31

 to 

magnetoelectrics
32

 and superconductor
33

.
 
A recent theoretical 

study proposed that Cu2O might outperform other transition-
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metal oxides including NiO as HTM in perovskite solar cells.
34

 

The unique merits of Cu2O, such as low cost (Table S2) and 

environmental friendliness, make it a promising candidate for 

solar cell applications. Very recently, in a pioneering work, Zuo 

et al. fabricated Cu2O and CuO films using in situ conversion of 

CuI film in NaOH aqueous solution.
35

 However, the effect of 

Cu2O layer thickness on the perovskite solar cell performance 

as well as the carrier dynamics have not been thoroughly 

investigated. 

Here, we demonstrate that thermal oxidized ultrathin Cu2O 

films can serve as an efficient HTM in perovskite solar cells. 

Ultrathin Cu2O films were prepared via a facile process of Cu 

sputtering and controlled thermal oxidation, which is simple, 

suitable for large-scale processing and easy to control the layer 

thickness. Importantly, this synthesis route is suitable to 

optimize Cu2O as the hole-transporting layer in perovskite 

solar cells. The optical and electrical properties of such 

ultrathin Cu2O films were systematically characterized. The 

results of photoluminescence quenching and excitons 

relaxation dynamics of the perovskite/Cu2O bilayers indicate 

efficient carrier transfer at the perovskite/Cu2O interface. After 

optimizing the Cu2O film thickness to 5 nm, which is probably 

the thinnest HTM reported to date, perovskite solar cells with 

a PCE of 11.0% were achieved under the AM1.5G solar 

illumination. Our findings strongly support Cu2O as a promising 

inorganic HTM for industrial-scale perovskite solar cell 

applications. 

Results and discussion 

The work function of Cu2O is around 5 eV,
36

 which is lower 

than the valence band edge of CH3NH3PbI3 (5.4 eV) 
6
 and 

favors the hole transfer at the interface (see Figure 1a). The 

XRD spectra of Cu layer (as prepared) and Cu2O layer (after 

thermal oxidation at 250 °C in air for 1 hour) are presented in 

Figure 1b. The Cu film shows a peak at 43.9°, corresponding to 

the (111) plane of face-centered cubic structure. The Cu2O film 

shows a peak at 36.9°, which can be assigned to the (111) 

diffraction of cubic-structured Cu2O phase.
37

 The ITO glass with 

5 nm Cu2O exhibits a color of slight brown. The AFM image of 

the Cu2O film is presented in Figure S1. The root-mean square 

roughness (Rrms) of the Cu2O-covered ITO film is 1.79 nm, 

which is slightly smoother than that of ITO surface (Rrms=1.96 

nm). XPS characterizations also confirmed that most of the Cu 

ions in the films were in the 1+ valence state (Figure S2). These 

results indicate that the ultrathin Cu2O films can be reliably 

achieved using the simple oxidation method. 

 
Table 1. Dependence of solar cells performance on the Cu2O layer thickness. 

Cu2O 

thickness 

(nm) 

Jsc 

(mA/cm
2
) 

Voc 

(V) 

FF 

(%) 

PCE 

(%) 

Rs 

(Ohm*cm
2
) 

Rsh 

(Ohm*cm
2
) 

 

0 8.3 0.576 30.7 1.47 47.9 54.9  

5 17.5 0.952 66.2 11.03 7.6 555.6  

10 13.3 0.947 57.4 7.20 13.3 568.2  

20 9.9 0.941 50.3 4.69 19.1 1250.0  

40 7.1 0.940 45.6 3.04 31.4 862.6  

The Cu2O layers must be as thin as possible because thick 

Cu2O layers will suffer from poor transmittance and high 

resistance. Figure 1c shows the transmittance spectra of ITO 

with and without Cu2O. For bare ITO glass, the transmittance is 

above 75% when wavelength is longer than 370 nm. After 

covering 5 nm Cu2O, the transmittance of ITO glass decreases 

slightly, but it remains above 75% at wavelength above 420 

nm. The absorption coefficient α of Cu2O layer is shown in 

Figure 1d, which was calculated according to the following 

formula: 

     	α � -lnT/d           (1) 

Fig.1 a) Energy alignment of the perovskite solar cells with Cu2O as HTM 

and PCBM as ETM. b) XRD spectra of Cu and Cu2O thin films. c) 

Transmittance spectra of ITO glass, ITO-Cu2O and ITO-Cu2O-perovskite 

samples. d) Absorption coefficient of the Cu2O film and inset is the Tauc 

plot of the absorption data. 

 

Fig.2 a) Structure of the perovskite solar cells. b) I-V performances of 

solar cells with different Cu2O layer thicknesses in dark and under 

illumination (AM 1.5). c) IPCE spectra of the device with a Cu2O layer of 5 

nm. d) The statistical histogram plot of PCE for solar cells with 5 nm Cu2O 

HTM. 
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where T is the transmittance and d is the film thickness. Figure 

1d indicates that the Cu2O layer has high absorption coefficient 

(> 10
5
) in the visible range, especially for light with wavelength 

below 500 nm. Thus, the Cu2O layer should be as thin as 

possible to decrease the absorption. The dependence of 

transmittance on the Cu2O thickness is shown In Figure S3. 

From the Tauc plots shown in the inset of Figure 1d, the 

bandgap (Eg) of Cu2O layer is deduced from: 

     α
 � ��� � ���           (2) 

where � is the energy of incident photons and B is a constant. 

A good fitting was achieved with n = 2, indicating a direct 

bandgap nature of the Cu2O film.
37

 According to the Eq.(2), we 

calculated Eg of Cu2O layer as 2.24 eV, which is slightly higher 

than the value reported in literature for bulk Cu2O,
36

 which 

may be related to the quantum confinement in such ultrathin 

Cu2O films. 

The solar cell structure is presented in Figure 2a. Ultrathin 

Cu2O layers between ITO glass and perovskite served as the 

HTM, and PC61BM was introduced as the ETM and hole 

blocking layer. Compared to the mesoporous perovskite solar 

cells, planar ones are easier to fabricate and to scale up.
8,9

 The 

perovskite layers with a thickness of 400 nm were prepared 

using the two-step method. A 60 
o
C pre-heated PbI2 solution (1 

M, N, N-dimethylformamide) was first spin-coated on 

ITO/Cu2O. After several minutes of drying, the yellow colored 

films were dipped into CH3NH3I solution (10 mg/l, isopropanol) 

for 30 s to convert PbI2 into CH3NH3PbI3, which was 

accompanied by the change of color from yellow to dark 

brown. The formation of the perovskite phase was further 

confirmed by the XRD spectra (Figure S4). We also tried one-

step method by spin-coating the mixed solution of PbCl2 and 

CH3NH3I onto ITO/Cu2O, but no pure perovskite phase was 

achieved after annealing at 100 °C, which might be related to 

the surface properties of Cu2O films.
38-40

 Further optimization 

of device performance was thus focused on using the two-step 

method since the residual PbI2 provides the beneficial effect of 

passivation.
41 

Figure 2b presents the current density-voltage (J-V) curves 

of the perovskite solar cells using Cu2O as the HTM. We 

observed significant dependence of the solar cell performance 

on the thickness of Cu2O layers. PCE, fill factor (FF) and the 

short-circuit current density (Jsc) decrease with increasing Cu2O 

layer thickness (Table 1). This can be attributed to the 

increases of absorption (Figure S3) and series resistance 

associated with thicker Cu2O layers. When Cu2O layer was 5 

nm, a champion device with a PCE of 11.0% was achieved, with 

a Jsc of 17.5 mA/cm
2
, an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.95 V and 

a FF of 66.2%. Cu2O layers thinner than 5 nm resulted in poor 

coverage and high leakage current. The observed Voc of 0.95 V 

is much higher than that of the solar cells with CuI HTM (0.55 

V),
18 

which presumably can be attributed to the lower valence 

band of Cu2O in reference to CuI. Comparing with the state-of-

the-art inorganic HTMs reported so far (see Table S1), Cu2O is 

clearly a very competitive candidate. The incident photon-to-

current efficiency (IPCE) of the device is shown in Figure 2c, 

which is featured with a high platform between 350 nm to 700 

nm with the maximum of 78% at 620 nm. The integrated 

current density was calculated to be 17.6 mA/cm
2
, which is 

consistent with the measurement results in Figure 2b.  

Anomalous photocurrent hysteresis was observed during 

the current-voltage measurements (see Figure S5). With 

voltage scanning in the direction of forward-bias (FB) to short-

circuit (SC) conditions, the solar cell showed a higher FF 

(66.2%) and lower Jsc (17.50 mA/cm
2
) than those of scanning in 

the SC-to-FB direction (FF: 58.0%; Jsc: 18.47 mA/cm
2
), 

corresponding to a higher PCE (11.0%) for FB-to-SC than that 

for SC-to-FB (10.1%). The differences in Jsc and FF were likely 

due to the migration of defects near the perovskite/charge 

transporter interfaces.
42-44

 Charges trapping and polarization 

effect could also contribute to the slow dynamics of transport 

measurements.
44

 Nevertheless, by applying a bias at the 

maximum power point (0.74 V), we confirmed that the PCE of 

11% could be reliably achieved.  

The stability of perovskite solar cells with Cu2O as HTM was 

also characterized and the results were shown in Figure S6. 

Interestingly, Jsc reached the peak value only after several days 

of storage and measurements, which might be caused by the 

light soaking effect.
45

 The PCE of solar cells without 

encapsulation kept going down during the stability test, which 

is mainly a result of the decreases of Voc and FF. The 

underlying reason could be the oxidation and degradation of 

perovskite due to the penetration of oxygen and moisture.
46

 

The histogram plot of PCE for solar cells is shown in Figure 2d. 

About half of the devices exhibited PCE above 8%, indicating 

the consistent high performance of Cu2O as HTM. The 

statistical information of Jsc, Voc and FF of these perovskite 

solar cells are summarized in Figure S7. 

Performance of perovskite solar cells, especially 

photocurrent and FF, is closely related to the thickness and 

morphology of the perovskite layers.
6,7

 In comparison with the 

 

Fig. 3 a) Top-view SEM image of the Cu2O/CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer. 

b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the perovskite solar cell. c) SCLC 

measurement of the Cu2O layer. Inset shows the measurement 

configuration. d) Steady state photoluminescence of the perovskite 

layers fabricated on glass, PEDOT:PSS/glass and Cu2O/glass substrates. 
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mesoporous structured solar cells, the planar ones offer more 

freedom in controlling the device size and film morphology.
8,9

 

As shown in the SEM image (Figure 3a), the perovskite grains 

appear to be uniform, with an average size of approximately 

350 nm. Such large grain sizes are favorable for transporting 

and collecting photo-generated carriers, while suppressing the 

defect-induced carrier recombination at the grain boundaries.
9
  

As shown in Figure S8, the energy dispersive X-ray (EDAX) 

measurements confirmed the presence of all elements in the 

layers, including Cu. The cross-section SEM image of the solar 

cell (Figure 3b) indicates that all the layers appear to be 

uniform and the perovskite layer was fully covered by PCBM. 

The thicknesses of the perovskite and the PCBM layers are 

approximately 400 nm and 50 nm, respectively. Importantly, 

PCBM infiltrated between perovskite grains, which facilitates 

effective charge generation and transportation.  

Carrier mobility of HTM plays a key role in achieving highly 

efficient solar cells because it helps reduce the series 

resistance and enhance the FF. As shown in Figure 3c, the 

current-voltage curve measured on a Cu2O layer can be 

described by the space-charge-limited current (SCLC) model: 

     � �
�

�
����

��

��
           (3) 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10
−12

 Fm
−1

 ), ε 

is the dielectric constant of Cu2O (=7.5), μ is the charge carrier 

mobility, and d is the film thickness (40 nm). From the data 

fitting, we calculated the hole mobility of Cu2O layer to be 0.49 

cm
2
·V

−1
·s

−1
, which is much higher than those of organic 

counterparts like spiro-MeOTAD and PEDOT:PSS.
47,48

 In 

comparison, the carrier mobility of spiro-MeOTAD increased 

from 1.6×10
−4

 cm
2
·V

−1
·s

−1
 to 1.6×10

−3
 cm

2
·V

−1
·s

−1 
after doping 

with lithium salts,
47

 and the carrier mobility of PEDOT:PSS can 

reach 1.28×10
−2

 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 after annealing.

48 

To understand the role of Cu2O layer in perovskite solar 

cells and the properties of interfaces, we performed steady-

state photoluminescence (PL) measurements. Figure 3d 

presents the steady state photoluminescence of perovskite 

and perovskite deposited on various HTMs. Under the same 

conditions, all samples exhibit a PL peak at 760 nm; however, 

comparing to pure perovskite film, the PL summit values of 

perovskite are largely reduced when interfacing with HTM 

layers. Such a dramatic PL quenching is particularly interesting 

in solar cell research because it could be caused by the 

significantly enhanced charge carrier extraction from the 

perovskite layer to the electrode. Especially, The PL data shows 

that less than 2% of the PL peak height at 760 nm remained 

when the Cu2O layer was introduced as HTM, which is much 

better than that of PEDOT:PSS (16% left). Since the Cu2O thin 

film has the high carrier mobility and the narrow barrier 

between the valance band of perovskite and the work function 

of Cu2O (Figure 3c,), fast carriers transfer from perovskite to 

Cu2O is thermodynamically favored. The observed significant 

PL quenching unambiguously suggests Cu2O as an effective 

HTM for perovskite solar cells.  

To further understand the role of Cu2O layer in working 

solar cell devices, we utilized nanosecond transient absorption 

(ns-TA) spectroscopy to investigate the excitons relaxation 

dynamics of perovskite/Cu2O bilayers. For comparison, the 

same experiment was performed on a sample with Cu2O 

replaced with PEDOT:PSS/glass. As a reference, a sample of 

perovskite layer fabricated on glass without HTM was also 

measured. As shown in Figure 4a, the photobleaching band of 

perovskite layer at 760 nm is observed, which is consistent 

with the steady-state PL quenching experiment. The kinetic 

decay traces of photobleaching features are presented in 

Figure 4b, which are fitted to a double exponential function. 

The decay component of τ1 and τ2 were ascribed to 

bimolecular recombination and free carriers recombination, 

respectively (Table S3).
49-52

 Comparison between these three 

samples gives valuable insights on the role of HTMs in 

photovoltaic operations. The faster decay component τ1 of 

perovskite film (3.88 ns) on Cu2O is smaller than those of 

samples on glass (5.51 ns) and PEDOT:PSS/glass (9.11 ns), 

suggesting a faster bimolecular recombination and stronger 

electronic coupling between perovskite and Cu2O layer. The 

slower time constant τ2 is related to the excited-state decay 

and carrier recombination dynamics in the perovskite 

layers.
49,50

 τ2 of perovskite/Cu2O sample is approximately 50% 

higher than that of perovskite on glass, indicating that the 

photo-excited carriers in the perovskite solar cells with Cu2O 

HTM have a longer lifetime and more opportunities to be 

collected by the electrodes. When the time delay is above 100 

ns, Cu2O showed very similar performance as PEDOT:PSS, the 

well-known HTM for solar cells. To corroborate this 

observation, we fabricated and measured a solar cells using 

PEDOT:PSS as HTM. This device showed an efficiency of 12.1% 

(Figure S9), comparable to the Cu2O device, confirming that 

Cu2O is a very competitive HTM for perovskite solar cells. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrated the application of ultrathin 

p-type Cu2O derived from simple oxidization as a promising 

inorganic HTM in perovskite solar cells. The scarcity of high-

performance p-type inorganic semiconductors makes Cu2O a 

valuable addition to the family of charge transporters for 

perovskite photovoltaic applications. Our experiments 

revealed that both the thickness and the properties of Cu2O 

layers must be carefully tailored in order to achieve the 

optimal solar cell performance. Using the two-step method to 

prepare the perovskite layer, PCE of 11.0% was achieved under 

the AM 1.5 G illumination with ultrathin (5 nm) Cu2O films as 

HTM. The ultrathin nature of the Cu2O film helps in reducing 

Fig. 4 a) Transient absorption spectra of perovskite on different 

substrates at time delays from -1 ns to 197 ns. b) Kinetics of GSB 

recovery at 760 nm for perovskite layers on different substrates.
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the material consumption and manufacture cost in large-scale 

production of perovskite solar cells. The high performance of 

such perovskite solar cells can be attributed to the unique 

properties of the prepared Cu2O layers, including high hole 

mobility, well-matched energy levels, and long lifetime of 

photo-excited carriers. Combining merits of low cost, facile 

synthesis, and high device performance, Cu2O holds promise 

for facilitating the developments of industrial-scale perovskite 

solar cells. 

Experimental details 

Synthesis 

Methylammonium iodide (CH3NH3I) was prepared according to 

previous report [32]. Briefly, 27.86 ml methylamine (40% in 

methanol) and 30ml hydroiodic acid (57 wt% in water) were 

mixed at 0 °C and stirred for 2 h. The precipitate was 

recovered by evaporation at 50 °C for 1 h. The product was 

washed with diethyl ether three times and finally dried at 60 

°C in a vacuum oven for 24 h. lead iodide (PbI2) was purchased 

from Aldrich and was recrystallized twice before use. 

Solar Cell Fabrication 

A thin layer of Cu was first sputtered onto ITO glass 

(Equipment Support Co., Cambridge, England), then the Cu2O 

phase was achieved via annealing the ITO/Cu on a hotplate in 

air at 250 °C for an hour. The film thickness was carefully 

controlled by the sputtering time. The substrate was then 

transferred into glove box immediately for following process. 

The perovskite layer was fabricated by a two-step method 

onto ITO/Cu2O substrates. PbI2 solution (0.46 g/ml in DMF) 

was spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 45 s. Then the PbI2 film was 

annealed at 100 °C on hotplate for 15 min. After cooling down, 

the devices were dipped into MAI solution (10 mg/ml in iso-

propanol) for 30 s. After washing with iso-propanol, the 

devices were heated at 70 °C for 30 min and then at 130 °C for 

10 min. A layer of Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM, 

15 mg/ml in chlorobenzene) was then spin coated on top of 

the perovskite film. Finally, an Ag layer (120 nm) was 

evaporated in vacuum as top electrodes. For PL or transient 

absorption measurements, the samples were prepared as 

mentioned above except that no Ag layer was needed. The 

perovskite films were finally covered by a poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) layer via spin coating a 10 wt% 

chlorobenzene solution at 2000 rpm for 30s. 

Characterizations 

UV-Vis spectra were collected using a JASCO V-670 

spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) was performed at room temperature using an 

X-ray diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker). Atomic force 

microscope (AFM) characterization was conducted on a 

Bruker's Dimension Icon system. XPS measurements were 

carried out in a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer equipped 

with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) 

operating at 150 W. The spectra were recorded using an 

aperture slot of 300 μm x 700 μm. The survey and high-

resolution spectra were collected at fixed analyser pass 

energies of 160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. Samples were 

mounted in the floating mode in order to avoid differential 

charging. The current density-voltage (J-V) measurements 

were conducted on a OAI Trisol tester system combined with a 

Keithley 2400 source-meter. The light intensity was calibrated 

to be 100 mW/cm
2
 before measurements. The incident 

photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) of the device was 

measured by using an Oriel IQE200 quantum efficiency 

measurement system.
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 The morphology of samples was 

investigated using an FEI Nova Nano 630 scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Photoluminescence measurement was 

conducted on a Horiba Armis equipment and the excitation 

light source was 632 nm laser. For the nanosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopy, a few μJ of pulse energy as the 

fundamental output from a Ti: Sapphire femtosecond 

regenerative amplifier (800 nm, 35 fs FWHM, 1 kHz, Newport 

Spectra-Physics) was used to generate pump and probe 

beams. By introducing the fundamental beams into an optical 

parametric amplifier (Light Conversion Ltd), we could select a 

certain wavelength from the tunable output (240−2600 nm) as 

the pump pulses, whereas light continuum probe pulses were 

obtained by focusing the fundamental beams onto a 2-mm-

thick sapphire plate (contained in an Ultrafast System LLC 

spectrometer). The pump and probe pulses overlapped by a 

small angle of less than 5° on the perovskite samples. The 

transmitted probe light from the samples was collected and 

focused on the broadband VIS-NIR detector for recording the 

time-resolved excitation induced difference spectrum (ΔOD). 

Details of the TA setup were published elsewhere.
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